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1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

This document contains information about installation, settings, and operation of the 
Alarm module LSM-81. Additional information is also available over the Internet, at the 
website https://piciorgros.com. This includes 
practical guidance relating to antenna selection and installation, operating range, 
expansion modules, software support, etc. 
 

1.2 Safety Precautions 

This equipment transmits radio waves. Under certain circumstances, these radio waves 
could be harmful to any living being or electronic equipment near it. Care should be 
taken to ensure that the radio and antenna systems are installed and commissioned 
only by trained persons. 
 
This radio equipment should not be used in life support systems or in safety systems 
without our prior written permission. 
 

1.3 Disclaimer 

We have carefully checked the contents of this document, and the hardware and 
software described in it, for compatibility. We cannot however exclude possibilities of 
deviations and cannot guarantee complete conformity of the document with the 
equipment it describes. If any corrections or improvements are to be made, they will 
be taken into consideration in the next edition of this document. 
 
Important instructions are marked by the expressions "Important", "Note" or 
“Caution!”.  These should be carefully observed. Explanations regarding these 
precautions can be found in the website www.piciorgros.com, in the Login Area pages. 
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1.4 Functions and Features 

The LSM-81 is an alarm module, which operates in GSM and LTE networks and which 
can send operating conditions via its digital and analog inputs as alarm messages via 
SMS. 
 
Twenty-four binary and sixteen analog message blocks are available. Each single one 
can be configured with a unique alarm text and can have individual trigger and 
alarming preferences. 
 
The alarm chain can contain up to twenty-five members and can enforce an optional 
acknowledgement. 
 
The device can be controlled via SMS by using the MMI (Man-Machine-interface) 
functions. This is how SMS control functions can be initiated via the binary outputs or 
the status of the inputs can be retrieved. 
 
The basic LSM-81 has eight binary inputs, eight binary outputs and two analog inputs 
(0/4-20mA). These can be extended by using expansions modules to up to twenty-four 
digital inputs and outputs as well as ten analog inputs for embedded alarm functions. 
 
From the first quarter of 2023 the LSM-81 can be connected to the radio master MDP-
810. In this scenario the LSM-81can be used as an outstation connected to the cellular 
network to collect measurements or control outputs. 
 

1.5 Hardware Options 

1.5.1 RS-422/485 for serial interfaces 

The standard interface of the LSM-81 is the RS-232 interface, which is used for locally 
accessing the device via the MODBUS/RTU protocol or for sending and receiving SMS 
via # commands. 
 
Optionally the LSM-81 can have an RS-422/485 interface. 
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1.6 Software-Optionen 

1.6.1 PicoLogo – embedded User Application Interface 

The PicoLogo option is a powerful User Application Interface that can be used similar 
to a Micro PLC to generate Alarms, Text-Messages, M2M-Communication or to 
monitor and supervise digital or analog values. 
 
An additional graphical editor for developing PicoLogo applications is also available. 
 
 

1.7 Document Changes 

The history of this documentation is listed below: 
 

Firmware 
Version 

Document 
Version 

Comments / Changes 

1.02 1.00 First Release Version 

1.10 1.10 Multilingual adaptation, English and German firmware available. 

Screen shot in technical documentation replaced with German screen shots 

1.20 1.20 PicoLogo available 

New function: Subscribers that receive alarms will also be informed about 
an acknowledgement 

Each alarm block can also be triggered by a virtual input from the PicoLogo 
platform 

 
Software Release Notes are distributed with firmware packages. 
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2 Connections and Hardware Installation 

2.1 Mechanical Details 

The dimensions of the LSM-81 housing conform to DIN 43880, and therefore it can be 
mounted on a standard 35mm DIN rail [DIN EN 50022]. The LSM-81 has one serial 
interface for communicating via MODBUS/RTU with a locally attached device or by 
serving as an SMS-gateway (sending and receiving SMS via # commands). The serial 
interfaces are using a female DB9 connector. 
 
On the lower side of the housing an RJ-45 connector for the Ethernet port is used for 
the configuration of the LSM-81. 
 
On the upper side of units with embedded I/O, a RJ-45 connector is provided to 
connect PEM I/O expansion modules. 
 
Also, on the upper side of the unit the plug-in terminal connector for the power supply 
(12-24 VDC +/-20%) and a SMA socket for the GSM/LTE antenna can be found.  
 
The Mini SIM card is inserted into a push pull card reader on the left side of the device. 
 
LED lamps on the front panel provide information about the operating condition of the 
unit: e.g., received LTE RF signal strength, error conditions, etc. 
 

2.1.1 Dimensions 

The dimensions of the TMO-100 are as follows: 
108mm (6T) wide x 80mm high x 62mm deep 
All dimensions exclude connectors and antenna.  
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2.1.2 Mounting  

The DIN-rail mounting clip is at the bottom of the Module. First the lower lip (spring-
loaded) of the clip is engaged with the lower flange of the DIN rail, with the Module 
tilted downward slightly. The Module is then pushed upward (1) and rotated backward 
(2) until the upper lip of the clip snaps onto the upper flange of the DIN rail. 
 

2.1.3 Dismounting  

To dismount the Module, force it upwards (1), and then rotate its upper end outward 
(2) until the upper lip of the Module's clip disengages from the upper flange of the rail. 
Then move the Module down slightly to disengage its lower lip from the rail flange. 
 
 
 

       
  
            Mounting      Demounting 
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2.2 Electrical Connections 

2.2.1 Connection diagramm 

 

 
 

2.2.2 Power Supply Input 

The required supply voltage (12-24 VDC +/-20%) is connected through 3-way screw 
terminal connector located on the upper side of the enclosure.   
 
The terminals are assigned as follows (viewed from the front of the module, facing the 
front panel): 
 
Outer (left): Enclosure Ground (electrical earth) 
Middle: + 12 Volt to + 24 Volt (+/- 20%) 
Inner (right): GND, 0 Volt from Power Supply 
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2.2.3 Serial Interface 

The LSM-81 has one serial data interface. This interface has a 9-pin D-sub connector on 
the upper side of the unit. The interface can be either RS-232 or user-selectable RS-
422/485 (RS-422/485 must be initially ordered as this is a hardware option  
 
The following parameters are user adjustable: baud rate in the range 300 - 57600 bps, 
data word length 7 or 8 bits, odd / even / no parity, and 1 or 2 stop bits. The factory 
setting is 9600 bps, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit.  
 
If a frame error is detected, or if the parity bit does not conform to the setting, the 
received data block is rejected.  

 

Pin No. Pin Assignment: RS-232 

2 TxD  Send data LSM-81 → peripheral 

3 RxD  Receive data LSM-81  peripheral 

4 DTR  Shorted to Pin 6 

5 GND 

6 DSR  Shorted to Pin 4 

7 RTS  Handshake LSM-81  peripheral 

8 CTS  Handshake LSM-81 → peripheral 

 
 

Pin No. Pin Assignment: RS-422 (COM only) 

2 Y  Transmitter + (output) 

3 Z  Transmitter – (output) 

5 GND 

7 A  Receiver + (input) 

8 B  Receiver – (input) 

 
 

Pin No. Pin Assignment: RS-485 (Hardware option) 

2 A  Transceiver + 

3 B  Transceiver – 

5 GND 

 
For the connection of the COM interface to a PC or PLC, use a standard 1:1 connector-
terminated cable (9-pin D-sub male to 9-pin D-sub female). 
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2.2.4 Ethernet Interface  

The Ethernet interface is provided via an RJ-45 socket on the underside the unit. This is 
a standard 10/100 Mbit/s interface. Two LEDs indicate the operating condition of this 
interface: 
 

• Green LED: Lights up when an Ethernet network is connected (LINK) 

• Yellow LED: Blinks when data transfer is taking place (DATA) 
 
Network parameters such as IP address, net mask, and gateway address can changed 
via the embedded configuration web server. 
 
The Interface supports Auto MDI-X, so the LSM-81 can be directly connected to a 
computer without the need of a crossover cable.  

 

2.2.5 Extension Port for additional I/O modules 

The number of inputs and outputs can be extended by attaching expansion modules to 
the LSM-81. Up to 16 expansion modules can be connected to the LSM-81. The 
connector it on the top side of the device. The expansion modules can be accessed by 
using the MODBUS RTU or MODBUS TCP protocol. 
 
The following I/O modules are available: 
 
PEM-16DI  16 digital inputs 
PEM-32DI  32 digital inputs 
PEM-16DO  16 digital outputs 
PEM-32DO  32 digital outputs 
PEM-16DIO  16 digital inputs and 16 digital outputs 
PEM-08AI  8 analog inputs (0-20mA 4-20mA) 
PEM-04AO  4 analog outputs (0-20mA 4-20mA) 
 
I/O modules should only be connected to or disconnected from the LSM-81 when 
power supply is disconnected! 
 
 
Caution: 

Only twenty-four binary inputs, twenty-four binary outputs and ten analog inputs 
can be used for the internal alarm messages 
 
Additonal I/Os can be used for controlling purposes via the RTU functions, PicoLogo, 
MMI or MODBUS. 
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2.2.6 Connecting the I/Os 

 
 
Binary inputs: 
The sixteen potential free binary inputs on Port A are divided into groups of four inputs 
each with the same reference potential “C”. The inputs can be operated in any desired 
polarity within the voltage range of 12-24 VDC. If the “C”-input of a group is set to GND 
the individual inputs can be controlled with +12 to +24 Volt and vice versa. 
Once an input is active it will be indicated with the corresponding LED. 
Please note that the input voltage should not exceed 24V +20%! 
 
Binary outputs: 
The supply voltage for the binary outputs must be connected to the "+" and "-" 
terminal of port C. Active outputs will have the positive supply switched to the related 
terminal. The maximum load is 0.5A per outputs. 
The analog inputs will be ground into the power circuit, which must be supplied 
externally. In input range is 0-20mA with a 12 Bit resolution. 
Please note that the power circuit voltage should not exceed 24V +20%! 
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Analog inputs: 
The analog outputs are inputs for 0-20mA and hast to be supplied externally. The 
polarity of the current flow has comply (the pins are indicated with “+” and “-“). The 
resolution is 12 Bit. 
 
Important: All I/Os are electrically isolated! 
 
 

2.2.7 Connecting the Antenna  

The GSM/LTE antenna is connected to the LSM-81 via an SMA connector. The use of an 
external antenna is recommended when the LSM-81 is mounted into a cabinet. 
 
The use of whip antennas within cabinets is not recommended, as the RF transmission 
can harm or damage sensitive equipment in the cabinet. In worst cases the switching 
power supplies can have voltage fluctuations. 
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2.3 LED Functions 

Groups of LED lamps on the front panel of the LSM-81 indicate the operating 
condition, the GSM/LTE field strength, and error conditions if any. Specific LED 
functions are described below. 
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LED Function 

Pwr Indication of operating voltage 

OK Indication of operational readiness (LED on), indication of error 
codes (various types of flashing) 

A 1:1 flashing indicated that the LSM-81 has been forced to the 
pre-configured IP address 192.168.0.199/20. This mode can be 
changed by pressing the small configuration button (approx. 1 
second) on the backside of the device with the help of a paper 
clip. 

I/O LED on when at least one PEM expansion module is connected to 
the device. 

Flashing LED indicates I/O error. In this case all outputs are forced 
into a secure state (off). 

Serial Tx Indicates transmission of data via the serial interface 

Serial Rx Indicates reception of data via the serial interface 

LTE Tx LED on when data or SMS are sent via the GSM/LTE network 

LTE Rx LED on when data or SMS are received via the GSM/LTE network 

SMS Quick flash when SMS is sent or received 

PPP LED on when data connection is established 

IP Rx LED on while LSM is receiving data via the Ethernet interface 

IP Tx LED on while LSM is sending data via the Ethernet interface 

PR Indicates that a PicoLogo application is carries out (RUN-Mode) 

PE LED on when PicoLogo application shows an error. In this case the 
application is not carried out. 

AL W LED on when at least one message block was triggered but has 
not been activated yet (Alarm Waiting) 

AL A Indicates that at least one message block is in alarm state (Alarm 
active) 

Once the cost control has reached its daily limit, the LED will flash 
periodically (if off before) or vice versa to signalize this state. 
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LED Function 

RSSI Receiving field strength of the mobile signal 

The red LED has a special function: 

During operation it is only steadily on when the field strength 
drops below 100 dBm 

During the initialization phase the red LED indicates the progress: 

• 1 x Flash – Pause 
Waiting for LTE Modem to start up 

• 2 x Flash – Pause 
Software initialization LTE-Modem 

• 3 x Flash – Pause 
Waiting for SIM card to be ready 

• 4 x Flash – Pause 
SIM Card ready and unlocked – remaining initialization  

Following other conditions are indicated by the red LED: 

• Slow Flashing (1:1) 
Modem initialized and searching for GSM/LTE-network (not 
yet registered) 

• Fast flashing (1:1) 
SIM card error. Possible reasons: 
- SIM Card not installed 
- SIM Card cannot be read 
- Wrong PIN Number 
- SIM Card is locked 

Port A The green LEDs show the condition of the respective binary input. 
The LED is on when the input is active. 

Port C The red LEDs show the condition of the respective binary output. 
The LED is on when the output is active. 
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2.3.1 OK LED: Flashing Code Error detection 

The OK LED is permanently green in standard operation. The LED starts flashing in 
specific patterns if errors occur. 
 

Flashing Code Type of Error 

LED is off The stations CPU is faulty or not ready for operation 

No Flashing, LED 
permanently on 

Ready for operation, no error 

Flashing with a 1:1 
cycle 
 

The device is in programming mode set to IP address 
192.168.0.199/20, regardless of the configured Ethernet IP 
address 

Long Flash – short 
Flash alternating 

The device is performing a firmware update 

 

4 x Flashing - Pause The LTE unit of the device is dysfunctional 

 
 

2.3.2 Other LED Codes 

Flashing Code Type of Error 

All LEDs flashing 
rapidly after power on 

 

The startup could not be performed due to an error. The 
LSM-81 will try to restart after 12 seconds. 

 

If the condition does not change after restarting the device, 
there could be a hardware problem and the device has to 
be sent in. 

All I/O LEDs flashing 
steadily 

Indicates a problem with the I/O board. The LSM-81 has to 
be sent in 
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2.4 Reset to factory default 

The LSM-81 can be reset to the factory default configuration. This can be done in two 
ways: 
 

2.4.1 Reset via Web Server 

A button on the page "Service" → "Restart" can perform a Reset-to-Factory-Default: 
 

  
 

2.4.2 Reset via Configuration Button 

New method: 

• Power down the LSM-81(0) 

• Press the button behind the small hole in the back of the device with a 
paperclip or similar tool and keep it pressed 

• Power up the device 

• Keep the button pressed for at least 5 seconds until the middle 6 LED's of the 
RSSI bar start flashing 

• The device has now started with the default configuration. The button can be 
released. 
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2.5 Temporary reset to default IP address 

If the IP address of an LSM-81 is unknown, it can be temporarily reset to the default 
address: 
 

• Press for one second on the configuration switch behind the small hole at the 
back of the LSM-81, until the "OK"-LED starts to flash in a 1:1 cycle 

• Release the configuration button (Take care: A 5-seconds-press resets the 
complete device to default!) 

• The LSM-81 can be now accessed on its default IP address 192.168.0.199/20. 
The originally configured IP can be seen and changed in the webserver on "IP 
settings" → "Ethernet". 

• To resume to normal mode, press again for 1 second on the configuration 
switch, until the OK-LED resumes to be permanently on. The LSM now reacts to 
the configured IP address 
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3 Starting up the LSM-81 

The starting up of the LSM and the registration into the GSM/LTE network. 
 

3.1 Requirements 

The LSM-81 has to be powered up and a GSM/LTE antenna has to be connected to the 
SMA connector. 
 
In this first steps, no SIM card should be installed. 
 
Furthermore, a notebook has to be connected to the device directly or via LAN. The 
LSM-81 has the default IP address 192.168.0.199 with the netmask 255.255.240.0. 
 
The PC’s Ethernet port has to be set to an IP address in the range of 192.168.0.1- 
192.168.15.254 with the same netmask or IP address 192.168.0.X with the netmask 
255.255.255.0. 
 
Supported browsers for the configuration are: 

• Edge 

• Chrome 

• Firefox 

• Safari 
 
Microsoft Internet Explorer is NOT supported which can result in missing 
configuration parameters in the submenus. 
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3.2 Accessing the embedded web server 

If the IP address of the LSM-81 (192.168.0.199) is typed into the web browser, the 
login page will appear: 
 

 
 
 
The first login will be done using the default username and password  
(take care, as both are case sensitive): 
 
Username: "user" 
Password: "user"  
 
These passwords can be changed any time using the menu “Service" → "Manage 
Passwords”. 
 
After a successful login, the configuration menu of the TMO will be displayed. A 
navigation menu on the left side of the page allows access to the different 
configuration pages. 
 
A separate footer displays the most important device parameters like Ethernet 
address, network operator of the GSM/LTE network as well as field strength. 
 
Please note that the menu and footer line are only loaded once after login to reduce 
traffic load. The footer line has a "Refresh" link to update the information of the footer 
on demand. 
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After 5 minutes without activity the user will be automatically logged out. 
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3.2.1 Navigation using the Menu 

To select a menu, move the cursor over the desired headword and click it. Then the 
menu will open displaying the next options 
 

 
 

3.2.2 Applying changes 

On the bottom of each page, on which the user can enter data or make other changes 
like selections via radio buttons etc. two buttons can be seen: 
 

 
 
Each value which is entered or changed will not immediately be applied by the LSM-81. 
Once the settings of the page are done, the button "Apply" must be clicked – the LSM-
81 will then immediately apply the new values. 
 
If any wrong entry has been made on the page, a click on "Reset" will restore the 
original values, which have been transmitted initially. Note that a "Reset" will not work 
after the changes have been applied. 
 
Note: Instead of clicking "Apply" pressing the "Enter" key will have the same function 
on most pages. Pay special attention on pages where other buttons are used: In this 
case the first button on the page will be activated! On pages with buttons it is 
recommended to use the "Apply" button at the end to prevent unwanted actions! 
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3.2.3 Requesting Restart of the Device 

Some configuration changes need a device restart before they will take effect. 
 
If the user has made any of these changes, an orange banner with a button “Restart 
Device” is displayed.  
 
It is not necessary to press this button immediately as long as other parameters need 
to be changed. 
 

 

3.2.4 Session timeout and page reload 

After 5 minutes of inactivity the configuration session will time out. 
 

 
 
An easy way to continue the configuration session is to reload the page by hitting the 
F5 key. 
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3.3 Configuration of SIM PIN and own phone number 

The SIM PIN of the device has to be configurated before the SIM card can be inserted. 
By default, it is 4711. As an alternative the PIN number can also be changed to 4711 
using a cell phone beforehand. 
 
If the PIN request of the SIM card is deactivated, the device will detect this and the PIN 
number setup in the device will be ignored. 
 
It is recommended to secure the SIM with a PIN number to avoid misuse in case of 
theft. 
 
To set the automatic time in the device via the ATS function, the own phone number 
has to be entered.  
 
In the Webserver you find this menu under "GSM/LTE" → "Configuration": 
 

 
 
Attention: 

All number have to be entered in the international format without the „+“. As an 
example, the German cell phone number 0172/1234567 would be entered as 
491721234567. 
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3.4 Inserting the SIM card 

The SIM card reader is on the left side of the device. The ISM has to be inserted with 
the numbers facing up and the cut corner facing the device. The SIM card shall be 
inserted with the device powered off. 
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The card had to be pushed into the device until a „click” locks the card. 
 

 
 
 

3.4.1 Removing the SIM card 

To remove the SIM card, it has to be pushed a little into the device until a click unlocks 
the card reader. 
 
The card will be ejected by the card reader and can be removed. 
 
The device should be powered off to remove the SIM card. 
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3.5 First registration to the mobile network  

The device can be registered to the mobile network, after the SIM PIN has been 
inserted and the own phone number has been configurated. An antenna should be 
connected to the device. 
The device starts up after power is supplied. At first the "Pwr" and "OK" LEDs light up. 
Afterwards the LTE module is being initiated, while the red field strength LED shows 
numerous flashing codes. 
 
After successful initialization the red LED should not flash anymore and the RSSI 
display should show the receiving field strength of the LTE module. In this case if the 
red LED is on the field strength is not sufficient and should be improved (different 
external antenna, improved antenna position, antenna outside of the building etc.). 
 
If the red LED slowly flashes in a 1:1 cycle the device is searching for a mobile network. 
If the flashing continues for a while, it means that there is either no network coverage 
or the SIM has not been activated by the cellular network operator.  
 
Fast flashing of the red LED (1:1 cycle) indicates a SIM card error. The SIM is either 
unreadable, not inserted correctly or the PIN entered in the device does not match the 
SIM PIN. 
 
In this case the configured SIM PIN in the device should be validated! Is the device is 
started with a wrong PIN number three consecutive times, the PIN will be locked and 
has to be unlocked by inserting the SIM into a mobile phone and entering the SIM 
PUK! 
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LSM-81, registered to a mobile network  

with perfect field strength 
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3.5.1 Requesting the cellular radio status in the Webserver 

More information on the LTE module and the cellular network can be found in the 
menu “GSM/LTE" → "Status". 
 
Besides the software version of the LTE Module, the IMSI and IMEI numbers and the 
current network information can the viewed in this submenu. 
 

 
Part of this information can also be found in the footer of the webserver. If necessary 
the footer has to be updated by clicking on "Refresh Footer Information". 
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3.6 Basic configuration of the device  

The basic configuration of the device’s basic and signaling features and be found under 
menu „GSM/LTE“ → "Alarm configuration" 
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Configuration point Description 

Alarm configuration 

Device Name The device name can be setup here. For identification purposes this 
name will be displayed in the header of the webserver and can appear 
in any alarm SMS. The name is used for more user-friendly identification 
of any unit. 

Cost Protection Activates cost protection, which reduces the amount of “normal” 
alarms per day. 

Max. alarms per day Maximum amount of alarms sent via SMS per day. At midnight this 
counter will be reset. 

Currently remaining Amount of remaining alarms for today 

Reset remaining alarms By clicking the reset button, the amount of alarms per day can be set 
back. 

Alarm time window 

Start time The start time of the time window for the restriction of alarms. The 
start time can also be after the end time to have an active time window 
overnight. 

End time End time of the time window 

OK messages 

Send on these weekdays Selection of weekdays on which an "OK" message should be sent. The 
OK Message contains the device name, the current field strength and 
the status of the cost protection. 

Time to send Time at which OK message should be sent out 

Send restart message Sends out an additional SMS to a configured number when the device 
has restarted (after power failure for example)  

Send CP warnings Send one warning for each of the both scenarios: Cost protection has 
reached 10 and cost protection has reached 0. 

Receiver Indicates which member of the phone book will receive the messages 
configured in this submenu 
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Configuration point Description 

Time synchronization 

ATS Activates the daily synchronization of the time via the ATS function. The 
device will send an SMS to itself containing the local time from the 
cellular network 

ATS (own) number Shows the devices own number entered under "GSM/LTE" → 
"Configuration" 

SNTP Activates the setup of the time via SNPT in case the device is located 
where there is neither a local NTP server nor one reachable via the 
internet. 

The NPT server and the time zone can be setup under "Device" → 
"Internal clock" 

MMI 

MMI enable Activates the control feature via MMI commands 

Limit to phonebook When activated MMI commands can only be executed when sent from 
a device that is saved in the phone book of the LSM-81 for more 
security. 

Access PIN The MMI commands contain a PIN number. Only commands containing 
the correct access PIN will be executed by the LSM-81 

Default: 4711 
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4 Alarm Module Functions 

4.1 Description of Functions 

A crucial function of the Alarm module is alarm blocks. The LSM-81 offers 24 digital 
Alarm blocks and 16 analog alarm blocks.  
 
An individual alarm text as well as individual alarm features can be setup for each 
alarm block. The allocation of the alarm block to the digital or analog inputs is freely 
selectable so that different analog values will trigger different alarm messages as 
multiple alarm block are referring to the same analog input. 
 

4.1.1 Alarming Procedure 

Once the configured trigger criteria is met (in the most simple case the activation of a 
digital input), the turn-on delay will elapse. This delay can be set to 0-60 seconds. This 
means that the trigger criteria has to be fulfilled for given amount of time before the 
alarm is released. 
 
Furthermore, the user has the choice to setup the alarms to only be sent in a certain 
time frame or any time. 
 
An alarm can be configured to be sent with or without an acknowledgement. If an 
alarm SMS is sent without acknowledgement, it will contain the alarm text and 
optionally the device name and time stamp and it will be sent to the configured 
recipient. Afterwards a potential re-alarming time has to elapse before the alarm cycle 
is terminated. 
 
There are two ways to send an alarm with acknowledgement: parallel or sequential 
alarm transmission. Parallel means that all alarm recipients will receive the alarm at 
the same time. Afterwards the acknowledgement time will run out. While the 
acknowledgement time is running out, a recipient can acknowledge the receipt of the 
alarm by sending any SMS to the LSM-81 or giving it a voice call. If this occurs the 
acknowledgement waiting time runs out and the alarm cycle terminates. If the receipt 
is not acknowledged a preconfigured supervisor will receive a message with the 
information that the alarm has not been acknowledged and the alarm cycle terminates 
afterwards.  
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The sequential alarm cycle is similar with the difference that the recipients will receive 
the alarm message one after the other. In this case the LSM-81 will send the alarm 
message to the first recipient and wait for the acknowledgement time to run out. If no 
acknowledgement is sent back to the device after the time ran out, the LSM will send 
the alarm message to the next recipient. This procedure will be repeated until the 
LSM-81 has sent the message to all recipients. If no acknowledgement has been sent 
back to the device after all recipients have received the alarm, the LSM-81 will send 
the alarm message to a supervisor and the alarm cycle terminates. An 
acknowledgement during the procedure from one recipient will terminate the cycle 
immediately and other recipients will not receive the alarm message. 
 
A triggered alarm can optionally perform an output action: a freely selectable binary 
output can be turned on, off or turned on for 1-15 seconds as an impulse after an 
alarm block is triggered. 
 
 

4.1.2 Acknowledging an alarm 

If an alarm has to be acknowledged, the LSM will indicate this in the alarm text with 
the words "[PLS ACKNOWLEDGE]": 
 

 
The recipient of the alarm has the following options: 
 

• They send any SMS as a reply to the number of the LSM-81. If the LSM receives 
an SMS from a previously alarmed number, the alarm counts as acknowledged 

 

• They give the phone number of the LSM a voice call. When a call is used to 
acknowledge an alarm, the LSM-81 will reject the call after the second dial tone 
(the caller will hear the busy tone). If the LSM does not reject the call and it 
continues to ring, there is no alarm to be acknowledged anymore (e.g. another 
recipient has already acknowledged the alarm.) 

 
Note: 

To acknowledge the alarm via voice call, the SIM card has to have the voice 
functionality and cannot be a pure data SIM. 
We also highly recommend to turn off voice mail as well as SMS when a voice call 
has been missed. 

 
An acknowledgement will be stored in the event logger of the LSM-81.  
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4.1.3 “Acknowledgement notification” 

When Acknowledgement notification is turned on for an alarm block, all previously 
alarmed recipients will be informed about the acknowledgement via SMS. 
 
This SMS contains the alarm text including time stamp as well as the phrase: 
 
[ACKNOWLEDGED  by +4912345678] 
 
 

4.1.4 Triggering an Alarm via PicoLogo  

Via the selection field "PicoLogo trigger VI", each single alarm block can be activated 
via PicoLogo. In PicoLogo 32 Virtual inputs (Block VIO) are available, whose status can 
be set in PicoLogo. 
 

 
 
If such VI alarm block is activated, the trigger criteria are met once the VI in PicoLogo is 
“active”. 
 
The switching-on delay of the alarm block is considered here as well, meaning the VI 
has to be active at least for the duration of the switching-on delay. 
 
The chosen VI can be interlinked with additionally configured physical inputs of the 
LSM-81. 
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4.2 Phone book 

 
 
The phone book provides space for 25 phone numbers including names as well as a 
supervisor number. All numbers have to be added in international format without the 
“+”, meaning the German phone number "017212345678" would have to be added as 
"4917212345678". 
 
Each alarm block can alarm multiple consecutive entries from the phone book (from … 
to). This means that theoretically an alarm block with 25 participants is possible but 
also 5 groups with 5 participants each can be assigned to the alarm blocks. If an alarm 
sees an empty entry (0), it will just ignore it and go to the next entry. 
 
The number of the supervisor has a special function: The participant added in this field 
will receive a message when an acknowledgeable message has not been 
acknowledged. 
 
The same phone number can be added to the phone book numerous times for 
example as alarm recipient but also as supervisor or as participant in multiply groups. 
This is how repetitions are possible (e.g. an acknowledgeable alarm will be sent to the 
same number multiple times). 
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4.3 Configuration of digital alarm blocks 
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Configuration Point Description 

Binary alarms 

Alarm (1-24) The configurable alarm block is chosen here. In this field the number of 
alarm blocks (1-24) can be entered before clicking “Select”. Afterwards 
the page will show the given alarm block for configuration. 

Alarm #x configuration 

Alarm text The message text sent in alarm messages. It can be up to 60 characters 
long. 

On-delay (s) Indicates the turn-on delay in seconds. 

To trigger the alarm, the trigger criteria have to be fulfilled for that 
number of seconds. 

Re-alarm delay (min) Indicates the re-alarming time in minutes. 

If the alarming of a block is terminated and a time has been configured 
here, this alarm block cannot be triggered again before the re-alarming 
time has expired. 

Alarm type • Normal: Alarm is sent out with normal priority; the value of the 
cost protection is reduced by 1 with each transmission. If the 
cost protection ran down to 0, no more alarms will be sent. 

• Priority: Alarms are sent out with priority. If more than one 
alarm needs to be sent out via SMS, the prioritized ones will be 
sent first. Alarms with priority will not reduce the cost 
protection and can even be sent out if the cost protection 
counter is at 0. 

Acknowledgement Indicates whether a message needs to be acknowledged. 

Alarm timing • Sequential: The alarm participants will be notified one after the 
other. After each transmission that acknowledgement wait 
time needs to elapse.  

• Parallel: All alarm participants are notified at the same time. 
Afterwards the acknowledgement wait time elapses just once 
for all participants.  

ACK wait time (s) The acknowledgement time in seconds  

Acknowledge 
notification 

The previous alarm participants receive an SMS after an alarm has been 
acknowledged 

Alarm activation • Always: The alarm block can be triggered at any time 

• Time window: The alarm block can only be sent in a pre-
configured time frame. 

Add time stamp If activated a time stamp will be added to the alarm messages 

Add device name If activated the device name is added to the alarm message, from which 
the text was sent. 

First alarm recipient 

Last alarm recipient 

Determines the alarm participants. The alarm is sent to the participant 
"First alarm recipient" first, and then sends it out to the following 
participants until "Last alarm recipient" is reached. 

When parallel alarms or non-acknowledgeable alarms are sent out, all 
members of the phone book receive the message at the same time 
from "First alarm recipient" to "Last alarm recipient".  
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Configuration Point Description 

Alarm #x output action 

Output selection Determines the binary output, which will perform an action once a 
message block is triggered. 

Output action Determines the action the output should perform: 

• Pulse: If an alarm is triggered the output will be activated for a 
preconfigured time. 

• Activate: If an alarm block is triggered the output is activated  

• Deactivate: If an alarm block is triggered the output is 
deactivated  

Pulse duration (s) Only visible if "Pulse" is active  

Determines the duration of the pulse 

Switch back Only visible if "Activate" / "Deactivate" is active 

Deactivates the output after the trigger criteria are terminated, 
meaning when “Activate” is selected the output will be turned off, 
when "deactivate" is selected it will be turned on. 

Alarm #x activation matrix 

PicoLogo trigger VI A virtual PicoLogo input can be chosen, which will trigger the alarm 
block 

The 24 useable binary inputs are listed here. Each input has four check boxes: 

• INV: Inverts the input for the alarm block, meaning an inverted binary input that is 
deactivated will be active for the alarm block and vice versa.  

• AND: All binary inputs that have the box “AND” checked have to active to fulfill the trigger 
criteria.  
If only one binary input has the box "AND" checked, the activation of the input will fulfill the 
trigger criteria.  

• OR: If at least one of the binary inputs that have the box "OR" checked is active, the trigger 
criteria are met. 

• XOR: If exactly one of the binary inputs that have the box "XOR" checked is active, the trigger 
criteria are met. 

The results of the columns "AND", "OR" und "XOR" OR-linked meaning: 

If input "A0" and "A1" have box "AND" checked and additionally input "A2" has box "OR" 
checked the trigger criteria is met when either both inputs "A0" and "A1" or output "A2" are 
active 

Notice: 

The 16 binary inputs "PEM A0" until "PEM B0" are only active when an expansions module (PEM-
16DIO, PEM-16DI or PEM-32DI) are connected to the LSM. Otherwise the fields are greyed out 
and cannot be selected. 

If there are more than 24 binary inputs available (when using expansions modules), only the first 
24 inputs can be used for alarm block configurations. Additional inputs can be addressed via the 
PicoLogo or RTU function in combination with an MDP-810). 
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4.4 Configuration of analog Alarm blocks 
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Konfigurationspunkt Beschreibung 

Binary alarms 

Alarm (1-16) The configurable alarm block can be chosen here. The number of the 
alarm blocks (1-16) can be entered in this field, before clicking select. 
The page will now show the wanted alarm block for configuration. 

Alarm #x configuration 

Alarm text Shows the message text, which will be sent in alarm messages. It can be 
up to 60 characters long. 

On-delay (s) Indicates the turn-on delay in seconds.  

If a time is entered here, this is the time the trigger criteria have to be 
fulfilled uninterruptedly to trigger the alarm block.  

Re-alarm delay (min) The re-alarming time in minutes. 

If an alarming of a block terminates and a time is entered in this field, 
no other alarm can be triggered before the re-alarming time elapses. 

Alarm type • Normal: Alarm is sent out with normal priority; the value of the 
cost protection is reduced by 1 with each transmission. If the 
cost protection ran down to 0, no more alarms will be sent. 

• Priority: Alarms are sent out with priority. If more than one 
alarm needs to be sent out via SMS, the prioritized ones will be 
sent first. Alarms with priority will not reduce the cost 
protection and can even be sent out when the cost protection 
counter is at 0. 

Acknowledgement Indicates whether a message needs to be acknowledged. 

Alarm timing • Sequential: The alarm participants will be notified one after the 
other. After each transmission that acknowledgement time 
needs to elapse.  

• Parallel: All alarm participants are notified at the same time. 
Afterwards the acknowledgement time elapses just once for all 
participants.  

ACK wait time (s) The acknowledgement time in seconds  

Acknowledge 
notification 

The previous alarm participants receive an SMS after an alarm has been 
acknowledged 

Alarm activation • Always: The alarm block can be triggered at any time 

• Time window: The alarm block can only be sent in a pre-
configured time frame. 

Add time stamp If activated a time stamp will be added to the alarm messages 

Add device name If activated the device is added to the alarm message, from which the 
text was sent. 

First alarm recipient 

Last alarm recipient 

Determines the alarm participants. The alarm is sent to the participant 
"First alarm recipient" first, and then sends it out the following 
participants until "Last alarm recipient" is reached. 

When parallel alarms or non-acknowledgeable alarms are sent out, all 
members of the phone book receive the message at the same time 
from "First alarm recipient" to "Last alarm recipient".  
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Configuration Point Description 

Alarm #x output action 

Output selection Determines the binary output, which will perform an action once a 
message block is triggered. 

Output action Determines the action the output should perform: 

• Pulse: When an alarm is triggered the output will be activated 
for a preconfigured time. 

• Activate: When an alarm block is triggered the output is 
activated  

• Deactivate: When an alarm block is triggered the output is 
deactivated  

Pulse duration (s) Only visible when "Pulse" is active  

Determines the duration of the pulse 

Switch back Only visible when "Activate" / "Deactivate" is active 

Deactivates the output after the trigger criteria are terminated, 
meaning when “Activate” is selected the output will be turned off, 
when "deactivate" is selected it will be turned on. 
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Configuration Point Description 

Alarm #x activation parameters 

PicoLogo trigger VI In this field a virtual input from PicoLogo can be chosen, which will 
trigger an alarm block 

Trigger input Input, which will be used for the alarm block. 

A maximum of 10 analog inputs can be used here. Analog inputs "PEM 
A0" until "PEM A7" can only be selected when a PEM-08AI expansion 
module is connected to the LSM-81. 

Scaling low 

Scaling high 

Determines the scaling of the analog input. Values from -9999 until 
+9999 with three decimals can be entered. 

The value "Scaling low" indicates the scaled value, which is equivalent 
to an analog value of 0mA respectively 4mA (when using a 4-20mA 
sensor). 

The value "Scaling high" indicates the scaled value, which is equivalent 
to an analog value of 20mA. 

The analog values have an internal resolution of 12 bit. 

Hysteresis The hysteresis value that needs to be reached after a trigger of an alarm 
to reactive the trigger criteria. 

If the scalable range of the blocks lie e.g. between 0 and 10 and the 
trigger value at 5 with a hysteresis of 0.5, the following will happen: 

• If the value of a message block (which is set to 5 for the trigger) 
is exceeded, the value has to drop to 4.5 after it was triggered 
in order to reactivate the alarm blocks for the next release. 

• If the value of a message block (which is set to 5 for the trigger) 
is undercut, the value has to drop to 4.5 after it was triggered 
in order to reactivate the alarm blocks for the next release. 

Unit Text field for the unit of the scaling (e.g. m³ for a water tank)  

Helps when entering a value and will be added to the analog value via 
MMI when requested.  

Trigger value The value within a configured scaling range, which will lead to the 
trigger of an alarm when met/exceeded or met/undercut. 

The value must be within the "Scaling low" and "Scaling high" range. 

Sensor type Indicates whether a 0-20mA or 4-20mA sensor is attached 

Activation criteria • Exceedance: The alarm criteria are met when the configured 
"Trigger value" is met or exceeded  

• Undercut: The alarm criteria are met when the configured 
"Trigger value" is met or undercut 

Scaling check Validity check for the configuration. Should display "OK". 

If "ERROR" is displayed the configuration has to be checked e.g. the 
trigger value is not within the scaled range or the trigger value 
plus/minus of the hysteresis is not within the range. 
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5 Supervision via MMI 

Binary outputs can be controlled and inputs and parameters can be polled via so called 
MMI commands. This is how remote controlling of pumps, lights or the opening of 
doors is possible. 

 

5.1 Basic configuration of the MMI access 

To use MMI commands, this function has to be permitted explicitly. A 4-digit PIN 
number has to be determined, which has to be sent with every command. Only when 
PIN in the command and in the device match, the command will be carried out by the 
LSM-81. By default, the PIN is 4711. 
 
If further security is desired, the execution of MMI commands can be limited to a 
number of participants, that are listed in the phone book. Commands from others will 
not be carried out, even when the PIN matches.  
 
This configuration can be found here: "GSM/LTE" → "Alarm configuration". 
 
 

5.2 Format of MMI Commands 

The MMI commands contain a command header as well as a command section, which 
can include one or more MMI commands. When polled the LSM-81 sends a reply in 
MMI format back to the sender. An acknowledgement reply can explicitly be 
requested, even when the command (sent to the LSM) only contains a control action. 
 
The MMI format sent to the LSM-81 is: 
 
#M#1-PIN-[Command] 

 
Whereas PIN is the 4-digit PIN number configured in the LSM. The command to 
request the field strength of the LSM-81 with the PIN 4711 is: 
 
#M#1-4711-RF=? 

 
The reply format of the LSM-81 is: 
 
#M#2-0000-[Reply] 

 
In case of field strength polling:  
 
#M#2-0000-RF=-75dBm 
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5.2.1 Multiple commands in one SMS 

Multiple commands can be sent in one MMI. The individual commands are comma 
separated. The following MMI message: 
 
#M#1-4711-C0=1,RF=?,A0=? 

 
Turns on output C0, requests the receiving field strength as well as the condition of 
binary input A0. A possible reply could be: 
 
#M#2-0000-RF=-75dBm,A0=1 
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5.3 MMI Commands 

5.3.1 A – Polling the binary input of the first port  

Polling the binary input of port A 

Request format Ax=? 

Reply format Ax=0 | Ax=1 

The command polls the binary inputs x (0-7) for port A of the LSM-81. If the input is 
active, the reply will be "Ax=1", otherwise "Ax=0". 

 
 

 

5.3.2 AB=? – Poll a binary input 

Poll first 16 Binary Inputs 

Request format AB=? 

Reply format A=xx;B=xx 

This command polls the first 16 binary inputs and provides the result in two 
hexadecimal values. Here Bit 0 is the first input and Bit 7 the last one of each 
group. 

When using an LSM-81 without expansion modules, the requested value for “B” 
will always “00”. Only when a PEM with 16 binary inputs is connected to the LSM, 
the value of the first port of “B” will be sent back.  
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5.3.3 AI=? – Polling an analog input  

Polling an analog input 

Request format AIx=? 

Reply format AIx=y 

This command requests the value of analog input x and provides the raw value “y” 
of the analog converter in the range of 0 (0mA) until 4095 (20mA). The first analog 
input D0 has the number “0”. 

 

Request format AIx%=? 

Reply format AIx=y[unit] 

This command requests the value of analog input x and provides a scaled result, if 
possible. The first analog input D0 has the number “0”. 

For the scaling the LSM browses for analog alarm blocks that use the requested 
alarm input. If such alarm input is found, the LSM will use the stored scaling for the 
output of the value. 

If the analog alarm block 1 has been configurated for the analog input 0 (range 
from 0-30) with the unit “m3”, a possible reply could be: 

#M#1-4711-AI0%=? 
#M#2-0000-AI0=14.030m3 

If no message block for the scaling is found, the reply will show the value in 
percent. 
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5.3.4 C – Polling or activating a binary input of the first port  

Poll binary input Port C  

Request format Cx=? 

Reply format ACx=0 | Cx=1 

The command polls binary output x (0-7) of Port C. If the output is active the reply 
will be "Cx=1" otherwise "Cx=0". 

 

Activate binary output Port C  

Request format Cx=0 | Cx=1 

Reply format No reply 

This command activates (Cx=1) or deactivates (Cx=0) the binary output of Port C of 
the LSM-81. 

 
 
 

5.3.5 CD=? – Polling binary outputs  

Poll first 16 binary outputs  

Request format CD=? 

Reply format C=xx;D=xx 

This command polls the first 16 binary outputs and provides the result in two 
hexadecimal values. Here Bit 0 is the first output and Bit 7 the last one of each 
group. 

When using an LSM-81 without expansion modules, the requested value for “D” 
will always “00”. Only when a PEM with 16 binary outputs is connected to the LSM, 
the value of the first port of “B” will be sent back. 
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5.3.6 CP – Activate or request value of cost protection  

Request value of cost protection 

Request format CP=? 

Reply format CP=x | CP=UL 

Requests the status of the cost protection. The number of remaining alarms for the 
ongoing day will be sent back. 

When cost protection for the LSM-81 is deactivated, the reply will be "CP=UL" 
(Unlimited). 

 

Activate binary output Port C  

Request format CP=x 

Reply format CP=x | CP=UL 

Sets the costs protection to x remaining alarms for the ongoing day. 

The new value cannot exceed the configured daily limit in the device. If a higher 
value is entered, it will be automatically reduced to the daily limit.  

When cost protection for the LSM-81 is deactivated, the value will not be set and 
the reply will be "CP=UL" (Unlimited). 
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5.3.7 DI – Polling binary inputs 

Polling binary inputs port A 

Request format DIx=? 

Reply format DIx=0 | DIx=1 

The command polls the binary inputs x (0-255). 

Is the input active, the reply will be "DIx=1", otherwise "DIx=0". 

Input 0 is the first input of the LSM-81, the following binary inputs can be polled in 
ascending order. "DI8" is the first inputs of the first Port of the first expansion 
module with binary inputs.  

If the polled binary input is physically not available, the error reply will be 
"DIx=???" and the processing of consecutive command may be terminated. 
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5.3.8 DO –Polling or activating a binary output 

Polling a binary output 

Request format DOx=? 

Reply format DOx=0 | DOx=1 

The command polls the binary outputs x (0-255). 

Is the output active, the reply will be "DOx=1", otherwise "DOx=0". 

Output 0 is the first output of the LSM-81, the following binary outputs can be 
polled in ascending order. "DO8" is the first outputs of the first Port of the first 
expansion module with binary outputs.  

If the polled binary output is physically not available, the error reply will be 
"DOx=???" and the processing of consecutive command may be terminated. 

 

Activating a binary output 

Request format DOx=0 | DOx=1 

Reply format No reply 

The command activates binary output X (DOx=1) or deactivates it (DOx=0). 

Output 0 is the first output of the LSM-81, the following binary outputs can be 
polled in ascending order. "DO8" is the first inputs of the first Port of the first 
expansion module with binary outputs.  

Es können so alle am LSM-81 vorhandenen Binärausgänge angesprochen werden. 

If the polled binary output is physically not available, the error reply will be 
"DOx=???" and the processing of consecutive command may be terminated. 
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5.3.9 PU – Pulse output of binary outputs  

Pulse output of binary outputs 

Request format PUx=t 

Reply format No reply 

An Impulse with the duration of "t" seconds (1-25) can be issued to binary output x 
(0-39). 

Output 0 is the first binary output of the LSM-81 (Port C0) and only the first 40 
binary outputs can be used for pulse outputs in the system.  

If the polled binary output is physically not available, an error reply will be sent and 
the processing of consecutive command may be terminated. 

 

 

5.3.10 Q – Enforce or suppress Acknowledgements 

Enforce or suppress Acknowledgements 

Request format Q=1 | Q=0 

Reply format No direct reply to command  

With command "Q=1" an acknowledgement is enforced even when no direct reply 
is requested by the command. In this case an empty telegram "#M#2-0000". will 
be the reply. Here a reply can be enforced even when a command e.g. "C0=1" does 
not request one. 

With command "Q=0" the acknowledgement will be suppressed, even when the 
LSM-81 receives a request to reply.  

 

 

5.3.11 R – Request register value  

Request register value 

Request format Rx=? 

Reply format Rx=YYYY 

This command polls the value of an internal register x and displays the value in a 4-
digit hexadecimal value. 

This function can be used for support purposes. 
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5.3.12 RF – Requesting field strength 

Requesting field strength 

Request format RF=? 

Reply format RF=-xdBm 

This command requests the current receiving field strength of the cellular network 
of the LSM-81. The reply is displayed in -dBm. 

 

 

5.3.13 SN=? – Request Serial Number 

Request Serial Number 

Request format SN=? 

Reply format SN=x 

The command requests the serial number of the LSM-81. 

 

 

5.3.14 Z=1 – Adding Time Stamp 

Adding Time Stamp 

Request format Z=1 

Reply format No reply 

Adds the time stamp to the MMI reply of the LSM-81. The simply command "Z=1" 
will not lead to a reply by the LSM-81, so another command needs to be part of the 
MMI. 

The time stamp is always displayed directly after „2-000“. It contains of 12 digits 
and the format is YYMMDDhhmmss. 

If the time stamp is requested, one possible command could be: 

Z=1,Q=1 

The reply could be:  
2-0000-220324080423 

A command request with time stamp could be: 

#M#1-4711-Z=1,RF=? 

#M#2-0000-220324084236,RF=-79dBm 
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5.4 Remote controlling between LSM-81s using MMI 

Remote controls between two LSM-81 can be performed using MMIs. An example can 
be seen below: 
 
An overhead tank should turn on the pump if the water level undergoes 5m3 and turn 
off the pump once 25m3 are reached. On both sides an LSM-81 is installed. 
 
The LSM-81 "pump" should acknowledge the switch command. If the sending LSM-81 
does not receive the acknowledgement within 30 seconds, the command should be 
repeated twice. If the command has still not been acknowledged afterwards, a 
supervisor should be informed. 
 
For this application we will use an analog alarm block with acknowledgement. The 
message text in this case is the MMI command for LSM-81 „pump”, which will turn on 
the pump. Two analog alarm blocks will be needed. One, which will turn on the pump 
when 5m3 is undergone and one, which will turn it off again, once 25m3 is reached. 
 
To realize the repetition if no acknowledgement is sent, the phone number of LSM-81 
“pump” is entered in the phone book of the LSM-81 “Overhead Tank” 3 times:  
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The first analog alarm block "Turn on pump" will be configured as follows:  
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The second analog message block "Turn off pump" is configured as: 
 

 
 

 
 
Notice: 

• If an alarm text start with "#M#", the reply will always be without time 
stamp and device name, even if it was preconfigured in the alarm block. 
Even the text “Please acknowledge” will suppress it. 

• The maximal “Life time” of an MMI-SMS (Starting with "#M#") in the SMS 
control center is five minutes. This is to prevent an old unreceived SMS (e.g. 
due to a device power down) to be sent hours or days later. It is not 
guaranteed that the SMS control center of the cellular network operator 
supports this parameter. Please check with your provider. 
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6 RTU Functionality 

The LSM-81 can function as a remote station in conjunction with an MDP-810. Up to 
64 LSM-81 can be linked to an MDP-810 controller, with up to 16 PEM I/O expansion 
modules each. 
 
A PLC from a control room can interchange data via the MODBUS/IP or MODBUS/RTU 
protocol from an MDP controller to the outstations. I/Os from a PEM expansion 
module connected to an RTU-810 or linked LSM-81s or RTU-810s can be routed using 
PiRangia. 
 
When using an MDP-810 the transmission modes can be mixed so that outstation in 
conventional time slot mode (RTU-810/TRM-810) or LSM-81s can be interlinked within 
this network. 
 
Configurable virtual inputs and outputs can be address in addition to the physical I/Os. 
These are 16-bit registers physically connected to an LSM-81 (e.g. a PLC) that can be 
read or written via the MODBUS/IP or MODBUS/RTU protocol. This is how up to 40 16-
bit long words can be interchanged via a device connected to the LSM-81 and an MDP-
810 connected to the control room. 
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6.1 Configuration of Inputs and Outputs 

The menu "RTU features" offer the user the ability to configure the characteristics of 
the inputs and outputs. 
 

6.1.1 Virtual analog inputs and outputs, Monitoring  

Via "RTU features" → "Setup" the virtual inputs and outputs as well as the monitoring 
of the virtual inputs and outputs can be configured: 
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Configuration Points Description 

I/O Information 

Binary inputs Total amount of binary inputs including those of connected expansion 
modules  

Analog inputs Total amount of analog inputs including those of connected expansion 
modules 

Binary outputs Total amount of binary outputs including those of connected expansion 
modules 

Analog outputs Total amount of analog outputs including those of connected expansion 
modules 

Counters Number of event and time counters. The LSM-81 offers this as an 
additional function for the embedded 8 inputs. 

Virtual analog I/O 

Virt. analog in Number of virtual analog inputs. These are registers, which can be read 
or written by a device connected to the LSM via MODBUS/IP or 
MODBUS/RTU. 

On the opposite side (e.g. an MDP-810) these 16-bit values appear as 
additional analog inputs of the substation. 

Virt. Analog out Number of virtual analog outputs. These are registers, which can be 
read or written by a device connected to the LSM via MODBUS/IP or 
MODBUS/RTU. 

On the opposite side (e.g. an MDP-810) these 16-bit values appear as 
additional analog outputs of the substation. 

RTU setup 

Here the active monitoring for each I/O type can be configured. If the monitoring is active, the exact 
number of expected inputs or outputs of given type has to be entered into this field.  

If the number of actual inputs and outputs does not match the number of the active monitoring, 
there will be an I/O error. In this case all outputs of the LSM-81 will be put into a secure state (turned 
off). 

Timeout values 

T-Timeout When the T-Timeout is active, an access to the LSM-81 has to take place 
either by MODBUS, MMI command or by data transmission from an 
RTU-810. 

If this time runs out without access, all outputs of the LSM-81 will be 
put into a secure state (turned off). 
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6.1.2 Delay of binary inputs of the LSM-81  

The 8 binary inputs of the LSM can provide a turn-on or turn-on/off delay. The delay 
can be configured in 100ms units. 
 
This delay has an effect on the hardware level, meaning prior to the logical functions 
like alarm blocks. 
 
If an input has a turn-on-delay of 20 (2 seconds) configured and an alarm block, which 
uses this input, has a turn-on-delay if 3 seconds configured, the input has to be active 
for 5 seconds to release the alarm block. 
 
The turn-on-delay also has an effect on the LEDs of the corresponding inputs 
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6.1.3 Configuration of Counters 

Each binary input of the LSM has an additional function: a 16-bit counter. Each counter 
can be configured as event counter ("Counter") or time counter ("Timer"). 
 
The event counter counts impulses with a maximal frequency of 10 Hz. Each rising 
edge at the input is counted.  
 
If the counter value reaches 65535 it will be zeroed with the next impulse. The setting 
back to zero has to be considered when the data is evaluated in the control room. 
 
The time counter increases by one every second the input is active. The counter is also 
zeroed once the value reaches 65535. 
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6.2 Access via MODBUS protocol  

The local access of the inputs and outputs, the virtual I/O's as well as the counters is 
possible via MODBUS protocol. This can be done via the serial interface or the IP 
application interface (MODBUS-RTU-Protocol) as well as via IP (MODBUS/TCP or 
MODBUS/UDP). 
 
The settings of the parameters of the serial and IP application interface are described 
in chapter 7.1 and 7.2. 
 
The access via MODBUS/IP is configured in menu "Device" → "Access" 
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Configuration Points Description 

Device Access Parameters 

Modbus IP port Shows the TCP or UDP port used to access the device via MODBUS/IP 
protocol. 

By default, it is Port 502 

Active Activates or deactivates the access via MODBUS/IP 

IP Protocol Menu to choose between MODBUS/TCP and MODBUS/UDP 

Webserver port The port of the integrated webserver. By default, it is Port 80 

Internal TFTP port The internal TFTP port used to load or save the configuration and to 
update the device. By default, it is port 69. 
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6.2.1 Supported MODBUS Commands 

These MODBUS commands are supported by the LSM-81: 
 

Command Description 

1 (0x01) Read Coil Status 

2 (0x02) Read Input Status 

3 (0x03) Read Holding Registers 

4 (0x04) Read Input Registers 

5 (0x05) Force Single Coil 

6 (0x06) Write Single Register 

8 (0x08) Sub 0: Local Loopback 

15 (0x0F) Force Multiple Coils 

16 (0x10) Preset Multiple Registers 

23 (0x17) Read/Write Multiple Registers 
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6.2.2 MODBUS-Register Addresses 

Below the register addresses for the MODBUS access are listed: 
 

Register Description  

0 Individual device address 

1 High-Byte: Receiving field strength of LSM-81 in -dBm  

Low-Byte: Device status as listed below: 

• Bit 7: Is set when device restarts. This bit can be reset by setting the 
register to bit 7. 

• Bit 6: A set bit means that an I/O error has occurred. This can be a 
malfunctioning or removed expansion module or an I/O monitoring 
value that does not match. This bit can be reset by setting the register 
to bit 6. If the error still occurs the bit will not set itself back to 0. 

• Bit 5: The time is synchronized  

• Bit 3: Is set when the system time is correct  

• Bit 2: Is set when the device has no malfunctions  

• Bit 1: When this bit is set, there is a problem in the LTE module.  

2 – 199 All inputs and counter in compact format in the following order: 

• Digital inputs 

• Analog Inputs (Physical first then virtual)  

• Counters 

• 32 virtual PicoLogo- input registers 

200 – 231 32 virtual input registers. These can be written by a PicoLogo application and can 
be read by the LSM-81 (e.g. by a SCADA) 

232 – 263 32 virtual PicoLogo output registers. The can be written by an LSM-81 (e.g. by a 
SCADA) and can be read by a PicoLogo application 

400 – 449 

Reading 

Digital inputs. The input A0 is the LSB of the first register, all other inputs in 
ascending order. 

400 – 439 

Writing 

Impulse output of the maximum first 40 binary outputs. Register 400 is output 
C0. 

By writing a value of 1-25 (seconds) in each respective register, a correspondingly 
long impulse will be issued at the corresponding binary output. If the value 
written in this register is higher than 25, 25 seconds will be used as the maximum 
value. 

450 – 599 Analog inputs (if any) as 12-bit values.  

The top four bits are set to 0000 (can be changed). 

Virtual analog inputs (16 bit) are listed after the physical inputs. 

600 – 649 Counter, 16 bit each. 

The first counter refers to I/O port A0 followed by A1…A7. 
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Register Description 

650 – 689 Virtual analog inputs 

These can be read or written by a device connected to the LSM-81 and appear 
for an MDP-810 as analog inputs of an outstation. 

700 – 739 Virtual analog outputs 

These can be read or written by a device connected to the LSM-81 and appear 
for an MDP-810 as analog outputs of an outstation. 

750 – 799 Digital Outputs. The output C0 is the LSB of the first register, all other outputs in 
ascending order. 

800 – 899 Analog Outputs (if any).  

Virtual analog outputs are listed after the physical outputs. 
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6.2.3 Special MODBUS Registers 

Register Function Description 

1000 Device ID 0x5000 for LSM-81 

1001 Software-Version Software-Version of the LSM-81. 

Version 01.23 is shown as 0x0123. 

1004 Hardware-Revision Hardware Revision number 

1008 Serial Number The serial number of the LSM-81 

1010 Status/RSSI Just as described under MODBUS address 1 

1030 Time YYMM Current time: Year (High Byte) and month (Low Byte) 

1031 Time DDhh Current time: day (High Byte) and hour (Low Byte) 

1032 Time mmss Current time: Minutes (High Byte) and seconds (Low Byte) 

1033 Time  weekday Weekday, 1 (Monday) – 7 (Sunday) 

1034 Time Status • Bit 0: 1=DST active 

• Bit 7: 1=time incorrect, has to be reset  

1035 Set time 
YYMM 

Set new value for year/month to set time 

1036 Set time 
DDhh 

Set new value for day/hour to set time 

1037 Set time 
mmss 

Set new value for minute/second to set time 

1038 Set time When bit 0 is set to 1 the values in registers 1035-1037 are 
written in real-time clock 

1507 T-Timeout Value of T-Timeout 

1510 Number of BE Number of available binary inputs of the LSM- 81  

1511 Number of AE Number of available analog inputs of the LSM- 81 

1512 Number of BA Number of available binary outputs of the LSM- 81 

1513 Number of AA Number of available analog outputs of the LSM- 81 

1514 Number of CNT Number of available counters of the LSM- 81 
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6.2.4 MODBUS coil and input commands  

The binary I/O's as well as the 32 virtual PicoLogo I/O's can be accessed by using 
coil/input commands via the MODBUS protocol. 
 

Coil / Input Allocation 

Coils 0 – 299 Binary hardware outputs of the LSM-81 

Coils 1000 – 1031 32 virtual coils, which can be written by the SCADA or the master and which can 
be read/written by a PicoLogo application 

Input 0 – 299 Binary hardware inputs of the LSM-81 

Input 1000-1031 32 virtual inputs which can be written by a PicoLogo application and which can 
be read and written by a SCADA or a master.  
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7 Other functions 

7.1 Serial interface 

The serial interface can be used to access the LSM-81 via MODBUS-RTU protocol (to 
use the RTU functionality) or for the #-command mode (SMS gateway). 
 
This can be configured in the webserver under "Device" → "COM interface": 
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Configuration Point Description 

COM interface configuration 

Port operating mode The operating mode of the interface can be configured here: 

• Local: Modbus 
Access to the LSM-81 via MODBUS-RTU Protocol 

• #-Command-Mode 
Used as SMS gateway 

• None 
no functionality of the interface 

COM port serial parameter settings 

Baudrate Baud rate of the interface between 300 – 57600 bit/s 

Databit The number of the Data bits (5-8) 

Parity Parity settings: 

• None: No Parity 

• Even: Even Parity 

• Odd: Odd Parity 

Handshake control Functions of the hardware handshake: 

• CTS: 
The sent CTS-line will be set to "stop" by the LSM if not more 
data can be received via the interface. Same settings for 3-wire 
operation (TxD, RxD and GND only) 

• CTS/RTS: 
Same as "CTS" with the difference that the LSM-81 can “stop” 
the transmission of the data via the RTS-line. Only use when 
hardware handshake is necessary and connected. 

• CTS line simulates DCD 
In this mode the CTS output simulates a DCD-line (Data Carrier 
Detect) if needed for elderly RTUs/PLCs.  

DCD sim pre-set time Only when DCD simulation is active: time before data is sent where the 
CTS line is active 

DCD sim post delay 
time 

Only when DCD simulation is active: shows the time the CTS line should 
stay active after the last data byte was sent  
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Configuration Point Description 

COM port serial parameter settings 

Mode Menu to choose the layer 1 protocol: 

• Timeout: 
As soon as the interface receives the first byte, the timeout 
time will be set to the configured value. Each additional byte 
will top up the value of the timeout time to this value. If no 
more bytes are received via the interface, the transmission is 
terminated after the timeout time is expired and the LSM-81 
processes the set of data. This mode is needed for MODBUS. 

• CR/LF: 
Characters are "collected" until a CR (Enter key) is detected. 
Then the received characters are processed.  <LF>-charcters 
are ignored. The dataset via the interface is terminated by 
sending <CR><LF>. In this mode manual typing is possible to 
e.g. send SMS in #command via a terminal program. 

• 3964R: 
The interface communicates in 3964R protocol (protocol used 
for Siemens PLCs) 
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7.2 IP application interface 

The IP application interface is an additional data interface (similar to the serial 
interfaces) which can use IP as communication method. It can be used to pass on data 
designed for serial interfaces via the IP link. 
 
To ease things up: The IP application interface has the same function as a serial 
interface with the only difference that the physical connection is not a cable but an IP 
connection.  
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Configuration point Description 

IP Application Interface status 

Interface status If an IP application interface is interconnected with a remote station, 
the IP address and the port of the remote station are shown here. 

IP Application Interface configuration 

Port operating mode Menu to choose the operating mode of the interface: 

• Local: Modbus 
Access to the LSM-81 via MODBUS-RTU protocol 

• #-Command-Mode 
Used as SMS-Gateway 

• None 
No functionality of the interface 

IP Interface settings 

IP Protocol The interface can function in the following modes: 

• Off: Interface is deactivated  

• UDP: Interface interchanges data via UDP  

• TCP Server: Interface is used as TCP-server – the 
communication partner has to set up a TCP connection to the 
configured port of the LSM-81. Data can be sent via this TCP 
connection. 

• TCP Client: The LSM-81 sets up a TCP connection on its own to 
a specific IP address and port. Data packets can be sent via this 
TCP connection. 

Listening Port Only with "UDP" and "TCP server" 

“UDP” – the LSM-81 expects incoming UDP packets on this port 

"TCP server" – the LSM expects the incoming TCP connection on this 
port 

IP of receiver device Only with "UDP" and "TCP server" 

"UDP" – the LSM-81 sends out data to this IP address  

“TCP client” – LSM-81 tries to establish a TCP connection to this IP 
address 

Port of receiver device Only with "UDP" and "TCP server" 

"UDP" – LSM-81 sends out data to this port 

"TCP client" – the LSM-81 tries to establish a TCP connection to this port 
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7.3 SMS Gateway (#-Command-Mode) 

The LSM-81 can function as an SMS gateway for a connected device to easily sned and 
receive SMS. The #-command mode is used via the serial interface or the IP application 
interface. 
 
An SMS with the syntax: 
 
#T[Phone number]#[Text] 

 
Can be send. The command 
 
#T+4917212345678#Hello World 

 
Sends out an SMS with the text "Hello World" to the number +4917212345678. 
 
Phone numbers have to be entered in international format, the German number 
"0172/12345678" will be entered as "+4917212345678". 
 
 
An SMS received by the LSM-81 will be handed to the interface in the same format: 
 
#T[Phone number sender]#[Text] 
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7.4 Device Information and Security 

Under the menu "Device" → "Common" general information of the LSM-81 can be 
found like serial number or software version. Furthermore, a device name can be 
determined here which will be shown in e.g. alarm SMS. The name can be the name of 
the site or the location of the device. 
 
The device name will also be displayed in the header of the website. 
 
Under "Security" a configuration protection can be activated. Once active device 
configuration or transmissions of PicoLogo applications can only be transmitted to the 
LSM, if the device is set to "Default-IP-Mode" (to enable this mode the button in the 
little hole in the back of the device has to be pressed for one second until the OK-LED 
flashes. The device is now set zo IP address 192.168.0.199). 
 
Alternatively, the protection can the deactivated temporarily here before the 
transmission of a new configuration or a PicoLogo application. 
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7.5 Setup of Ethernet Address 

Under the menu "IP settings" → "Ethernet" the IP address of the ethernet port as well 
as the netmask can be configured.  
 
Additionally, a gateway address can be configured if e.g. an LSM-81 is connected via 
LAN and should have access to other devices or the internet via a router (to e.g. set the 
time via SNPT). 
 

 
 
By default, the IP address is 192.168.0.199/20. 
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7.6 Other Configuration Options 

7.6.1 Changing the password 

Under the menu "Service "→ "Manage passwords" the password to access the 
webserver can be changed for “user”. 
 

 
 
The new password has to be entered twice. After clicking apply the new password is 
valid starting with the next login. 
 
If the password is lost the device can be reset to delivery condition where the default 
password is “user”! 
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7.6.2 Configuration of the Loggers and the Device Options 

Under the menu "Service" → "Configuration" the loggings and device features can be 
configured: 
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Configuration Point Description 

Protocol Logger Configuration 

Order of logger output Determines the display order for the event logger. By default, “Latest 
first” is set. 

Feature Activation 

Lists the device options and their activation status. Possible conditions are: 

• Enabled: The Feature is permanently active 

• ----: The Feature is not active 

• [Remaining time]: A time license is active; the remaining usage period is displayed. 

I/O This feature activates the binary and analog inputs and outputs as well 
as the possibility of operating with expansion modules. 

SMS Gateway IP – SMS – Gateway: Using the LSM-81 for SMS remote polling of an 
MDP-810 (future feature)   

PicoLogo Enables the execution of PicoLogo application in this device. 

Activation key An activation key for additional features or test licenses can be added 
here 

Key checksum This value may be requested by the manufacturers’ support team. 

UDP logging parameters 

Enables the activation of the device logging using the IPLogger via UDP. UDP logging uses less 
resources than TCP logging and it is recommended to use when a device is logged over a longer 
period of time for service reasons. 

After changing the parameters, the LSM-81 has to be restarted. 

Logger IP address IP address of the PC which runs the IP logger. The value 0.0.0.0 turns off 
the UDP logging. 

Logger port Configures the UDP port, the IP logger "listens" to. The value 0 turns off 
the UDP logging. 
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7.6.3 Restart and setting back to delivery status  

Under the menu "Service "→ "Restart" the device can be restarted or be set back to 
default factory configuration: 
 

 
 
 

7.6.4 Event Logger 

The event logger saves device events like restarts, registration to the or loss of 
network, triggered alarms, acknowledgements of alarm and many more. 
 
Up to 650 events including time stamp are displayed. Once 650 events are saved, the 
last event will be deleted for every new event occurring.  
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8 Troubleshooting and Administration 

8.1 Saving and restoring a configuration  

The LSM-81 configuration can be stored on a PC as a backup. This file can also be used 
to load the same configuration into other LSM-81.  
 
The "IPLoader" Software is needed here. 
 

8.1.1 Downloading the configuration of an LSM-81  

To read out the configuration of an LSM-81, IPLoader has to be started. IPLoader has to 
be set to “IP Network” and the IP address of the LSM-81 has to be entered: 
 

 
 
Click "Get file" 
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Choose a location on the PC, where the file should be saved with the filename 
“config.tmo” 
 

 
 
A progress bar will appear to indicate that the transfer is still running 
 

 
 
Once done this message will appear: 
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The file name can be changed afterwards. A name should be used that clearly 
identifies the file and differentiates it from other config files. The appendix has to 
remain “.tmo”. 
 

 
 

8.1.2 Restoring a Configuration 

A configuration file can be uploaded into any LSM-81, as long as hardware versions 
match. This is how the same configuration can be uploaded into multiple LSM or how a 
configuration is restored in case some misconfigurations were made. 
 
In case the configuration is cloned or used as master, some parameters like device 
name and SIM PIN have to be adjusted accordingly.  
 
To restore the configuration, click “Put File”: 
 

 
 
Identify the configuration file:  
 

 
 
A progress bar will appear to indicate that the transfer is still running 
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Once done this message will appear: 
 

 
 
The LSM has to be restarted to accept the changes made.  
 
 

8.2 Issuing Support Logs  

If problems occur the support team may ask the user to send so called “IP-Logs”. These 
logs give information on internal processes and the data flow or the LSM-81. 
 
IP-Logs can be issued with the help of the IPLogger Software. An IP connection from 
the LSM to a PC (with IPLogger installed) is needed. Because of the tremendous 
amount of data, the IPLogger should not be run over WiFi or another internet 
connection, because this could lead to an overflow of the TCP buffer of the LSM! In 
this case the logging should be performed via UDP. 
 
The IP address in the IPLogger needs to match the IP address of the LSM: 
 

 
 
Determine the location and name under which the file should be saved: 
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The appendix ".log" cannot be changed! 
 

Now the "Start" button can be clicked to start the log: 
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The logged data will appear in the IPLogger to indicate that the logger is active. 
 

The logging can be stopped and started anytime. Even when the IPLogger is restarted, 
it will append the data to the existing file. 
 
If the file should be deleted, please click “Clear File”. 

 

 
 

This can also be done spontaneously while the logging is active without stopping the 
IPLogger.  
 
If the file needs to be sent to the support team, the file should be compressed as the 
file is quite big. 
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8.2.1 UDP Logging 

For larger logs it is recommended to use UDP, as this method is more resource saving. 
Also, this method can be sued in a network with greater latency like the internet. 
 
The IP address of the PC as well as the port, to which the IPLogger "listens" to need to 
be configured in the LSM-81. 
 
The UDP port, on which the IPLogger messages should be received, needs to be 
adjusted to the format "UDP:Port" at the point where the IP address of the LSM shows 
the “Host”. 
 

 
 
 

8.2.2 Automatic splitting of Log File  

When a log is running over a longer period of time, it is recommended to split the file 
so that the file size does not get too large.  
 
To enable this, the box "Split logfile into 100MB parts" has to be checked before 
clicking “start”: 
 

 
 
The IPLogger will now automatically split the file into 100 MB parts and saves the files 
with time stamp and file name. 
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8.3 Updating the Firmware 

8.3.1 Preparation and Setup 

To update the LSM-81 the following is needed: 
 

• PC with Ethernet Connection 

• IPLoader Software 

• Firmware file for the LSM-81 
 

8.3.2 Update Procedure 

The LSM-81 firmware is a file with the appendix “.pfo”. To update the firmware of the 
LSM-81, it has to be connected to a PC over the Ethernet interface.  
 
The currently installed firmware can be checked under "Device" → "Common" 
 

 
 
A firmware with the same name can be loaded into the LSM-81, but the internal 
update process will not be initiated. 
 
All settings and feature activations will be kept. 
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The IP address of the LSM-81 needs tot he entered in the IPLoader in the field "IP 
network". Afterwards click on the button "Firmware update": 
 

 
 
Now the firmware file has to be selected and opened: 
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The IPLoader will now start the transfer to the LSM-81 and will indicate this process as 
follows: 
 

 
 
The internal update process will start right after the transmission. The “Link” LED of 
the ethernet port will go off shortly after about 30 seconds. 
 
 
Important! 
During the internal update process the POWER SUPPLY OF THE LSM-
81 MUST NOT BE DISCONNECTED! Otherwise, the LSM-81 cannot 
restart and has to be restored by Piciorgros or a service partner.  
 
After the process is terminated, the LSM will automatically restart with the new 
firmware. The Link LED of the Ethernet port, as well as the OK LED, will illuminate. The 
firmware update was successful.  
 
 

8.3.3 Multilingualism 

A German and English Firmware version is available starting with firmware V1.10. The 
German firmware is labeled with "-DE…" and the English version with "-EN…". 
 
The configuration of the device will remain even when the user switches between 
firmware versions. 
 
The device will not perform and update, if the firmware version number does not 
change. This can be bypassed with the "_AU"-version (Always update). 
 
When switching between e.g. the English firmware version 1.10 to the German 
firmware version 1.10, the file "LSM-81_V0110-DE_AU.pfo" has to be used. 
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9 Technical Specifications 

GSM/LTE 

Frequencies GSM: 900 / 1800 MHz 

LTE: 800 MHz, 900 MHz, 1800 MHz, 2100 MHz, 2600 MHz 

Antenna Connector SMA connector (female) 

SIM Card Push-Pull card reader micro SIM, accessible from the left device side  

Alarm Features 

Phone Book Phone book with up to 25 entries plus one supervisor field 

Alarm Blocks 24 binary and 16 analog alarm blocks with individual message text and 
configuration. 

The binary alarm blocks can be activated using different input 
operations (AND, OR, XOR, Inverted) 

The analog alarm blocks offer a scaling for the connected 0/4-20mA 
sensor and a configurable hysteresis. 

Inputs and outputs 

Basic Unit 8 binary inputs (12-24V DC) 

8 binary outputs (12-24V DC, 500mA, Open Collector PNP) 

2 analog inputs (0/4-20mA) 

Expansions Up to 16 PEM expansion modules can be connected. 

The first 24 binary inputs and outputs as well as the first 10 analog 
inputs can be used for the application of alarm blocks. 

Other Features 

MMI Controlling and polling of I/O's can be done using MMI commands via 
SMS. For the access protection a PIN number implemented. 
Additionally, the access can be limited to phone book entrants only. 

OK Messages  Daily OK messages to selectable phone numbers are possible.  

RTU functionality and 
remote access 

The with addition of an MDP-810 radio server, up to 64 LSM-81 can be 
connected to a control system. The data transmission takes place over 
the cellular network. 

PicoLogo The application platform PicoLogo offers the creation and performance 
of logical processes to realize local control processes and other alarms. 

Multilingualism German and English Firmware available 
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Interfaces 

Serial Interface RS-232 Interface (optional RS-422/485) for local access via MODBUS-
RTU protocol or to be used as SMS gateway  

Ethernet Interface For the configuration of the LSM-81 via the embedded webserver as 
well as the access to the device via MODBUS/IP protocol 

Expansion Port To connect up to 16 I/O expansion modules (PEMs). 

Power Supply 

Power Supply Voltage 12-24V DC, +/- 20% 

Power Consumption ~ 130mA with Power Supply Voltage of 12V 

~ 70mA with Power Supply Voltage of 24V 

The Power Supply Voltage has to provide 1A for a short amount of time 
(when sending towards the cellular network). 

Enclosure 

Material Anodized aluminum enclosure with metalized plastic side caps 

DIN rail mounting 

Dimensions 80 x 108 x 62 mm (6 TE) 

Optional Equipment 

• Different antenna types 

• Power Supply PNT-230/12B with emergency power supply 

• PEM expansion modules for additional I/O's  
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